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Greetings once more my fellow Foyers.
I hope you all enjoyed your summer period.

It's been a somewhat quiet one for myself on the Unitarian front since our
last conference, with my political interests/commitments taking over
pretty much as soon as the conference had concluded. A curious
General 'By Election' I'm calling it.  The timing and pacing of it gave just
as many fears and questions as it gave hope and answers. Two things
it highlighted for me, from an inequality stand point, was that an outdated
Electoral System from the 19th and 20th Centuries clearly were not 'fit
for purpose', for what the 5th Electorate of the 21st Century really want
for the next 5 elections ahead. It seems that, due to incompatibility, we
are now in the days of getting to 'Win' an Election without actually
winning it.  As a result we are now in the days of the 'Coalition Part II' that
no one asked for, approved of, and (the real kicker of all), an even bigger
budget than Part I. What's Part III going to look like in the future, I wonder?

Anyhow.... I could easily talk about the unstable 'weak and wobbly'
political climate for hours, but you'll have to buy me an ale from the
Hucklow Fridge to get that treat. Getting back to something vaguely
representing properly practiced Democracy, I would like to use this
opportunity to appeal to you all. We need a Foy Representative for GA
2018 in Coventry.  I've done it for the last 2 years and it's time for new
blood. I found that, particularly the last GA, being there during the day for
the meetings and staying up for the printing/collating stage of Zette, was
a stretch, even for my levels of enthusiasm.  Foy will pay for your fees
and accommodation for the duration of the event, so all you need to do
is get yourself to the venue. I will be there anyway for sure, as I still
qualify for a discount, being a relatively 'young person'.  I'd love to see
someone else there, someone who would like to benefit from access to

FOY
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the stimulating meetings and workshops on offer, without having to worry
about affordability.

Although my summer has been a quiet one, I did get to experience one
of the best and most surprising services at Sheffield Upper Chapel, on a
weekend visit to see my Mum and Dad. Visiting Minister Shammy
Webster did a Star Wars themed Father's Day Service, "May the Force
be with you", which was also accompanied by the music from the various
films, Thanks go to Phil for the wonderful organ and piano playing.  He
is always a delight to hear. Phil manages to come up with a great variety
of musical numbers for the congregation to enjoy.

The other surprise was in store at the Edinburgh Fringe Festival, which I
attended for the very first time this year. If you've never been before I
thoroughly recommend it; one of the best trips I've had in years. During
my stay, I made a visit to Saint Mark's Church and, thanks to the
kindness of my host for the weekend, Kate Foggo, I got to see the
performance, in the chapel, of 'The Gin Chronicles”.  This included a free
Edinburgh Gin and Grapefruit refreshment.
Joining us on our voyage to the
1947 vintage, radio-style
comedy show, was American
born (and coincidently named)
Caitlin McGinn, an active EUU
member (currently based in
Germany) who happened to
be visiting the chapel at the
time. This highlighted the
international feeling of
togetherness of 3 Unitarians
from 3 different countries, all
enjoying the same event. (Photo supplied by Caitlin).

I hope to meet up with Caitlin and other EUUs, to continue our Unitarian
connections, at the next conference in Spal, Belgium (subject to being
able to get a lift from a Belgium based EUU resident)

I wish you all well for 'The Fall' as they say
in the EUU and hope to see you
at an event in the near future. Tim
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Flagging in Flagg? Not on your wellie (yes we had some rain)!

Newcomer to The Barn, Giles Croucher reports…

“Mum, why aren’t there ever any Unitarians my age at the meetings?”

This has been a question often asked by both my brother and myself
after attending various meetings and services over the course of 40
odd years even to the point of still not finding like-minded Unitarians in
our own age groups, as we have become adults.

So after many repeated twisting of arms and promises that “Oh there
will be people of your own age”. I hesitantly and somewhat surprisingly
found myself pleasing both my parents by signing up and attending the
welcome weekend at Flagg.

It came as quite a shock to the system
where upon arriving at the small yet
beautifully proportioned Derbyshire barn,
after many weary miles over hill and dale,
to be greeted with a friendly wave and a Beer!
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“But hold on, Unitarians don’t
drink, smoke (shhh don’t tell
the children), have fun, laugh
out loud and like rock music”.

 “DO THEY?”

 Oh yes they jolly well do!

A walk to the pub

It was the start of a glorious
weekend of making new
friends and greeting old
friends alike, including my
godparents Geoff and Liz
Taylor, who I had not seen
since I was no taller than a
grasshopper.

Children running around,
sharing turns with whatever
games they were playing
and looking out for each
other, which gave the dutiful
parents time to sit back,
relax and take in the
ambience of the Derbyshire
landscape,
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Bonfires and marshmallows each evening, Martin Slatford proving he
can do wheelies on his mobility scooter, walks to the pub and of course
not forgetting the huge Saturday Night dinner, down at the village hall,
followed by the keenly contested quiz (my team came third).

All the laughter, the fun, the conversations, even the chores helped to
stave off the wet weather that finally hit us on the Sunday.  Smiles were
still being shared as we departed bedraggled but happy and refreshed
from a great weekend of companionship.

Will I, would I, go again? Flagging right I would…. and will.

A Unitarian of 42 years and still going! Giles Croucher
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It was lovely to meet up with so many of our Winter Walking weekend
friends and catch up on their news on Friday night. We were
overwhelmed by the atmosphere of the Nightingale Centre that always
makes you feel you have returned to the heart of the family. I don’t know
how Stella and her team do it but they make everyone so welcome. The
Friday night ‘quiet time’ was a great way to finish the day and reflect on
the topic for discussion and our reasons for gathering.
Ian and I had talked about the topic, “Inequalities in Income” as we had
driven up to Derbyshire.   Although I had taken part in the FOY
conference the previous year, this was Ian’s first time and his first
opportunity to understand how FOY seeks to understand and then look
for ways the individuals and group can interact to make a difference. It
seemed such a huge and complex topic, I wondered how we would
cover it the following day.
I should not have worried. The following day dawned and with the
Nightingale Centre’s excellent breakfast to fortify us, we explored the
topic in detail with the speakers. It felt a lot like being back at college and
I think I had to dust off a few of my grey cells during the day.
The stats and graphs baffled me at times but in an atmosphere which
was supportive and inclusive, you felt it was OK to ask questions and
nudge your neighbour if you needed help.

Last Year’s Conference

Problems of Inequality
       Karen Hicks

It seemed that the gap in income
and wealth between the top and
bottom of society is on a steady
increase. This gap in turn impacts
on multiple aspects of life
including access to health care
and ultimately mortality.  I did not
feel that as individuals we could
do very much to reverse this
trend. However, as a group   the
conference members thought
there were opportunities for
awareness raising both at the
local and national level.
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Saturday evening was pure fun with games run by Colin Partington.
There was a distinctly competitive edge to the proceedings but lots of
laughter and giggling too. Again, I enjoyed the quiet reflective time at the
end of the day, a chance to digest the serious topics we had discussed
but also to rejoice in new friendships.
Sunday, and Ian and I took the opportunity to get some exercise and
walk in the Derbyshire countryside. We explored the Froggett Edge
Woods and saw new lambs, spring flowers, a whole variety of
mushrooms and fungus and some wild bilberries.  It was invigorating in
the spring sunshine and we worked up an appetite for an excellent
Sunday lunch back at the Nightingale Centre.  In the afternoon we took
part in the discussions on topics for the next year’s conference and who
may lead the conference. It was lovely to see so much passion and
enthusiasm   and even as ‘'newbies' be so welcomed in the decision
making.
Later we did a more local walk in Great Hucklow with Jimmy and his wife
Shirley, Joan Partington, Richard Varley and David Warhurst.. As you
can see we had a great time. After the tea break we took part in the FOY
annual general meeting, discussing who would be doing what in the next
year and options for what next year's conference topic would be. It is
great to see group democracy in action with people able to express their
views and opinions freely. All wild ideas accepted and debated.
Sunday evening it was more games and laughter with Richard Varley,
before we met up in the conservatory to play ‘roll the ball’. Oh this
definitely brought out the competitive spirits in the group.  On Monday
we took part in the session finalising the conference theme for 2018 and
reviewing potential actions from this conference.  We are looking forward
to next year’s conference and stretching the brain cells in good
company. karen.hicks3@ntlworld.com

Editor’s note: It was great to see Karen at our conference for a
second time, and with Ian along too.  I also managed to get
several other folk to send their reflections on this year’s topic.
The next few pages carry observations from John Rowland and
Jane Howarth, as well as a synopsis of Tony Cann’s presentation.
I believe this response reflects the strength of feelings for a
subject of concern to us all.   My thanks go to all contributors.
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Shouldn’t we learn
from the experience
of other countries?

FOY Conference 2017 ran 28th April - 1st May. This year’s theme was
“Inequality - Consequences and Solutions” and we were extremely
pleased to have Professor Kate Pickett and Professor Richard
Wilkinson (co-authors of The Spirit Level: Why More Equal Societies
Almost Always Do Better?) leading three sessions and Tony Cann (of
FOY) leading the fourth. Tony was also the co-ordinator of the
conference.

Kate Pickett and Richard Wilkinson are both epidemiologists and have
come to the topic through their research careers, having found social
inequality to be a driving force behind an astonishing array of negative
outcomes.

Tony Cann has been Chair of a successful Training and Enterprise
Council, founder of an educational software company (Promethean),
and is currently governor of an East Lancashire primary school and
Vice-Chair of Accrington Academy. His educational interests centre
around reducing teacher workload and increasing effective learning in
the classroom. He’s also keenly interested in criminal justice and
reducing re-offending.

All four sessions led by Kate, Richard, and Tony took place on Saturday
and as a result it seemed to me that there were a few more day visitors
than last year. The final figures were around 37 people attending for all
or part of the conference. Although a few people sat out the sessions
due to childcare or other reasons, each session was well attended with

Problems of Inequality
John Roland passes on his thoughts
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plenty of questions and discussion.

The first session, “The Impact of Inequality”, covered the core evidence
for Kate and Richard’s research programme, evidence based on
national statistics compiled and published by different organisations
over many years. There was some delay in starting as we came to grips
with the AV systems in the Peach Hall but we eventually won!

The second, “Inequality in Education”, led by Tony, focused on early
years learning and rapid in-lesson feedback - Tony hopes to both
reduce teacher workload and also pupil homework, replacing homework
with real time learning based on computer aided feedback for the
repetition based tasks that are needed before harder conceptual work
can start. His strong view is that education and learning acts like a
exponential curve and the better and faster the basic building blocks are
learnt, the sooner the curve will lift off.

The third session, “An Equal and Sustainable Future”, introduced further
evidence that equal societies are not just better for both rich and poor,
but also more sustainable - lower energy usage, lower water usage, and
lower carbon emissions. To sustain a rich and stable society over any
period of time requires pollution and waste of all kinds to be radically
reduced and this turns out to also tie in with inequality.

Finally on Saturday was “Tackling Inequality at all Levels”: Kate and
Richard discussed how their research programme led naturally onto
active campaigning work and their foundation of the Equality Trust some
years ago (https://www.equalitytrust.org.uk/ ).
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All four sessions ended with question and answer periods and the last
session with a long period of discussion. I do think these question
sessions could be slightly better managed - at a few times, people were
talking over each other, and some people were waiting too long to be
able to ask their question. However, it was good to have such a long
time with the leaders and especially to hold such a free-ranging
discussion at the end of the day. They also mentioned that their typical
talk is 45 minutes or an hour and they appreciated the chance to spend
the whole day with us and go into things in a great deal more depth.

After an extremely intensive Saturday, Sunday was much more relaxing.
Worship at Old Chapel was led by Ernest Baker, with readings from
many of the attendees, and was followed by free time and a short
brainstorming session on potential future conference themes.

It was a beautiful day on Sunday and so after lunch, I took a walk uphill
to the gliding field, then roughly along Bretton Brook before turning uphill
to the Barrel; there were many wood anemones and bluebells, a couple
of wheatears and goldfinches, and even some glider launches to be
seen… I just made it back in time for FOY AGM at 4 pm, which included
our annual elections - I will let the secretary send out the official results!

Two final conference sessions took place on Monday to close the
conference out: “What action should FOY take”, and “Planning for 2018
conference”.

There was some difficulty in coming up with any program of action for
FOY. The problems were very clear from the sessions on Saturday but
what to do about it much less so - can anything be done effectively at
the individual or small group level about the trend of growing
inequality? We did decide on a donation to the Equality Trust and also
drafting a motion for GA. Isabel Pebody also mentioned a series of 4
booklets published by the Quakers on an economy focused on
sharing, sustainability, and equity , at least we are not alone
(http://www.quaker.org.uk/our-work/economic-justice/new-economy).

Since the 2018 theme was agreed early on, we also managed a good
deal of brainstorming for the following year - as always there were more
themes than identified coordinators; the long list therefore came down
to four themes having potential leaders. We voted on “Education;
Waste” - recycling, reduction, food waste, etc; “Communities and human
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behaviour” - rapid changes in social institutions without communities,
coping with change; and “Life Support / CPR / first aid”. “Communities”
was the winner by two votes after a re-count, with Dot Hewerdine and
Tim Baker volunteering to co-ordinate, and so we look in good shape for
the next two years of conference.

I don’t seem to have covered the social side of things much - as always,
the Nightingale centre hosted us impeccably. Richard and Colin
volunteered to host games on Saturday and Sunday and did so with
éclat, and there was plenty of time to talk with old and new friends.
There were modelling balloons, good food and a ball race in the sun
lounge. Shall we see you there next year?…

I include the Quaker website link. The 4 booklets are about 'the new
economy' rather than equality but the whole point is to make the
economy more shared and sustainable and equitable.
It is the New Economy series, published by Britain Yearly Meeting,
produced by The Economics, Sustainability and Peace Subcommittee.
caitc@quaker.org.uk if you wanted to follow it up.

Problems of Inequality
          Jane Howarth also reflects

We knew that with a theme like ‘Inequality – Consequences and
Solutions’ and with Professors Kate Pickett and Richard Wilkinson,
authors of The Spirit Level, as speakers, our little grey cells would be
working overtime. The Spirit Level, first published in 2009, explores how
the well-being of citizens in some developed countries has fallen despite
their countries’ increasing wealth.  While full of detailed statistical
analysis, the book was written so as to be accessible to the general
reader. The statistics support the book’s conclusions, that those
countries with the greatest inequality in household income, after taxes
and benefits, tend to have higher rates of a range of social ills. These
findings were quickly disputed, leading Richard and Kate to publish
defences of their methods. Other academics reviewed the findings, and
after the conference, partly with Kate’s help, I looked at independent
reviews by Professor Hugh Noble and by Professor Karen Rowlingson.
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They are in no doubt that the case linking the inequality of income within
a society and the level of social ills is soundly based.

Richard told us that the well-being of citizens of poorer countries
generally improves as Gross National Income rises. In richer countries,
however, improvements in the well-being of the population, relate less to
the country’s wealth than to the differential in net income between the
richest 20% of the population and the poorest 20%. In a nutshell,
developed societies with the greatest inequality in household income
tend to have higher rates of social ills such as low life expectancy and
educational attainment and higher levels of infant mortality, homicides,
imprisonment rates, teenage births, obesity and mental health issues.
Also, in more unequal societies, levels of social mobility and trust are
lower. At the time of Richard and Kate’s research, the United Kingdom
was one of the four most unequal societies in a group of twenty-three
developed countries. In Japan and some Scandinavian countries the
richest 20% of the population were less than four times richer than the
poorest 20%. In the UK  the richest 20% were around seven times richer.

Some Foy members will have met Tony’s ‘tortoises’ that give
computerised feedback to pupils and teachers as pupils press keys to
answer questions. Tony’s Promethian system allows teachers to track
each pupil’s progress in real time, so that any problems can be picked
up and feedback given on the spot rather than later after books have
been marked. Pupils progress at their own speed. Tony demonstrated
how the computerised system meant that children’s mistakes could be
seen by teachers but not their classmates. This allows teachers to give

For Tony Cann, our
third speaker,
education was key to
reducing inequality.
His goal: to engage
children of all
abilities in learning in
a way that increases
achievement,
thereby giving them
satisfaction and
keeping them
motivated.
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support without those children being embarrassed and more likely to
give up.

So has Tony got the answer? There was general agreement that
education is a key factor in people’s future well being. However, Kate
and Richard and several of the conference attendees felt that the roots
of inequality ran deep and spread wide. For them a number of factors
were likely to be involved, although we cannot yet understand all the
causal links. We remembered a number of schemes such as Sure Start
that have attempted to improve the chances of disadvantaged children
and adults but which fall victim to cuts before their value can be reliably
assessed. .

To me the last word came in a review by Professor Karen Rowlingson
from Birmingham University, who said that the important task now was
to try to unravel the complex causal connections between levels of
inequality and the various social ills.

At one point, Richard said that the drive to possess things was not
because we were naturally acquisitive, but more because “we want to
look good in the eyes of others.” In his critique of the book, Professor
Hugh Noble pointed out that “The maintenance of an acceptable self-
image for some, appears to require the presence of some other group
which is worse off.” We were told that research into levels of the stress
hormone cortisol shows that one of the greatest stressors is how you are
seen by, and judged by, others. Both Richard and Kate told us of
research that shows how, in a range of countries, people’s sense of self
worth is affected by relative income. They said low social status was a
risk factor for ill health, as were weak social connections and stress in
early life. In the more egalitarian countries there is more social mobility
and trust, suggesting that where income differences are smaller, the
destructive tendency to position ourselves in comparison with others
lessens.

As individuaIs and as a religious community there is perhaps little we
can directly do to increase equality in this country. However, as
individuals and especially in our congregations, we can recognise our
role in providing friendship and supportive communities. A study of the
relationship between friendship and health, Richard thought, it could be
at least as important as the research into smoking and health that helped
reduce heart disease.
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– but also parents, work, friends and family, and  importantly  through
the efforts of individuals  themselves, starting in early years with play and
exploring . Dysfunction in our society arises from the enormous variation
in the accumulated knowledge and skills in the population, and then
consequently from the effects of feelings of inferiority in low achievers.
In turn, this inequality brings a raft of socio -economic problems.
The enormous variation in skills and knowledge  arises due to the fact
that their accumulation  by individuals is exponential – that is the more
you have, the quicker it grows.  As such it is at least as good an indicator
of society dysfunction as wealth. Wealth grows more steadily (interest)
– knowledge and skills grow exponentially.   This also  means that the
knowledge and skills we gain in early life are  critical.
Our system however is based on using schools as academic sieves and
we discard  the potential talent of large parts of our  population, under
estimate it and ignore it. This creates a dysfunctional society and
reduces its wealth potential. To overcome this and reduce the
dysfunction, we need to develop the potential of individuals in terms of
knowledge and skills in the first quartile of their lives, which essentially
is the years of schooling. Looking at private schools, we can see that
using hugely more resources per pupil can achieve the development of
the talents of pupils of all abilities. But for the state sector, we are unlikely
ever  to be able to afford to match the private school level of resourcing.
What we can do is look at the pedagogical model of schooling and see
how it could be improved.
To date the digital revolution has hardly touched the classroom.
However, there are now ways that could improve classroom
effectiveness by perhaps a third. If we can develop these we will
promote the better development of the potential of a larger part of our
population, getting them on the exponential path to the much greater
accumulation of skills and knowledge so reducing the dysfunction of our
society and increasing its wealth.

Synopsis,
Tony Cann’s Presentation
Learning is the accumulation of knowledge and
skills by individuals throughout their lives. This
comes from many different sources – schooling
and institutional education of course
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A few more memories
of Foy conference 2017
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As July turned into August, we had a memorable week in Germany.  We
started in Berlin, where we had three opportunities to enjoy the city, the
first being on the River Spree through the centre of Berlin.  This was for
me the most interesting view of the city, bringing every building into
focus.

Subsequently we had the chance to go up to Norman Foster’s Glass
Dome on top of the Reichstag and enjoy the panorama all the way round
from the centre.  On the ground, we visited the site of the Berlin Wall, a
thing of the past, and even more into the past, thank God, the Holocaust
Memorial, 2,711 concrete blocks being a stark image of “Man’s
inhumanity to Man.”

The undertone of past horrors was inescapable when we visited the
Ravensbruck Women’s Concentration Camp, further east....  The land-
scape east is spectacular, with its forests, lakes, rivers and canals and
we even dipped into Poland for a few hours in Stettin, on the border.

Gudrun, Gisela and Heinz were our indefatigable guides.  It was good to
meet up with friends old and new.

Peter Sampson with the IRF Oldies in Germany
Peter wrote

Peter Sampson
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Bill & Christine Hayburst were there too
Christine wrote

IRF Oldies Reunion 2017 – some personal recollections

Returning to Berlin after close on two decades, I was curious to see how
the city would look when its centre was no longer a building site and
cranes would no longer dominate the skyline.  The organisers of the IRF
Oldies reunion provided ample opportunity for us to see the
transformation for ourselves over one weekend, from the river and by
city tour.  Especially impressive for me was the visit to Norman Foster’s
amazing dome on the restored Reichstag building, full of symbolism as
a centre of democracy and a model in sustainable energy.

I first visited Berlin before the wall came down, when crossing
Checkpoint Charlie seemed quite a scary thing to do.  Visiting the Berlin
Wall Memorial on this occasion, where two steel walls enclose a
preserved section of the original border fortifications, and with an open-
air exhibition along the line of the wall in former East Berlin, it is hard to
imagine what life must have been like in a divided city and especially for
those living under Communist rule.
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The following days spent in the sleepy village of Chorin, 100 km north-
east of Berlin, were something of a contrast.  There, we heard personal
accounts from two local women about life in the east – the hardship,
deprivation, suspicion, resilience – and the slow journey out of that since
unification.

In reality, Chorin was a base for excursions to other places of historical
interest such as the memorial to victims of the holocaust at
Ravensbrück.  Time was too short to appreciate fully the memorial and
exhibition, but our guide spoke candidly about life at the concentration
camp, built initially for women, within sight of the town at the far side of
the lake.  There is no doubt that some of the locals knew what was going
on.  Survivors still come each year to talk about their experience, and
the residences of the former SS guards now serve as a youth hostel
where young people are introduced to this dark period of history.  This
was a stark reminder that democracy is fragile and that it is our
responsibility to protect it.

Sharing such experiences with old IRFers is special, and we missed
those unable to be with us on this occasion.  We hope that younger IRF
Oldies from the UK – say, from the late 1970s onwards – might wish to
join us in three years’ time, when the Swiss Oldies organise the next
reunion.  Keep an eye open for announcements in Foy News.
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We welcome the launch of the Queen Mary University of London Animal
Replacement Centre (ARC), funded by Animal Free Research UK.  The
first ever biomedical research institute in the UK dedicated to developing
innovative non-animal research methods to overcome the limitations of
and reliance on animal models and discovering better methods of
preventing and treating human diseases.
We encourage fellow Unitarians to support the new Unitarian Dahar
Keable Fund, which feeds into the interfaith Gandhi Schweitzer
Universal Kinship Appeal of the Dr Hadwen Trust, in its vital work of
funding the ARC and other humane medical research projects in order
to help save human and animal lives.

Signatories:
  Rev. Charles VanDenBroeder (GA President), Dorothy Hewerdine
(immediate past GA President), Joyce Ashworth,Hazel Warhurst,
David Warhurst, Rev. David Ayton, Rev. Elizabeth Birtles, Rev.
Johanna Boeke, Rev. Dr Richard Boeke, Rev. Alex Bradley, Rev. Jean
Bradley, Rev. Celia Cartwright, Rev. Kate Dean, Rev. Sheena Gabriel,
Rev. Chris Goacher, Rev. Dr Peter B. Godfrey (Honorary Member),
Rev. Winnie Gordon,  Rev. Peter Hewis, Rev. Ashley Hills, Rev. Jo
James, Rev. J. Eric Jones (Honorary Member), Rev. Cen Llwyd, Rev.
Anne McClelland, Rev. James McClelland (Honorary Member), Rev.
Myrna Michell, Rev. Helen Mills, Rev. Feargus O’Connor, Rev. Dr Ann
Peart, Rev. June Pettitt, Fran Pickering, Rev. Simon Ramsay, Rev.
Lynne Readett, Rev. Cliff Reed (Honorary Member), Rev. Jim
Robinson,  Rev. Phil Silk, Rev. Matthew Smith, Rev. Dr David Steers,
Mike Tomlin (Honorary Member), Rev. Geoffrey R. Usher,  Rev. Martin
Whitell, Dr Jane Williams, Rev. Sue Woolley.
So far this national Unitarian appeal has reached  over £21,000,  over
£18,000 of this raised by Golders Green and St Albans Unitarians.
Further donations please to Rev Feargus O’Connor, 11, Claremont
Square, London, N1 9LY.

Special Unitarian appeal for
New ARC medical research institute
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I have been occasionally reminded of the topic of inequality; the subject
of our conference last May.  Recently, the BBC was required to reveal
the names of those members of its staff that earned more than £150,000
per year.  The disclosures made interesting reading and led me to
ponder about some of the observations. It certainly highlighted the
disparity between the sums paid to female and male employees on the
list, with the highest being paid between £450,000-£499,000 and £2.2-
£2.5 million respectively.  In addition, the list of 96 revealed that only a
third of these top earners were women and the top seven were all male.
The Director General, Tony Hall, apologised to staff for this disparity and
subsequently made a commitment to close the gender pay gap by 2020,
which I would suggest is quite a challenge!  This will have to include
addressing the situation where presenters working alongside each
other, and therefore presumably requiring the same skills to carry out the
same task, currently earn different sums.  Radio 4’s ‘Today’, television
news, BBC1’s ‘The One Show’, various sports presenters are examples,
which demonstrate that the male presenters are paid more than their
female colleagues, in some instances the female presenter has been the
longer serving member.

It is more difficult to obtain an accurate picture of how these earnings
compare with those of the BBC’s competitors.   There is the argument
that the BBC has to pay market rates.  That is the situation which prevails
throughout industry and elsewhere. The real question is to what extent
the service would suffer if it did not seek to go at least some way.  The
Guardian reported that the government had demanded that the BBC
disclose the names and pay of everyone earning more than £150,000,
as part of its new royal charter, which guarantees that the corporation
will receive the licence fee for another 11 years. David Cameron initially
told the BBC it should disclose the pay of on-air talent earning more than

Richard Varley
Idle thoughts
of a not so idle fellow

http://www.michaelpage.co.uk/minisite/salary-vs-happiness/
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£450,000, but Theresa May cut this to £150,000 after becoming prime
minister last year.  Interesting, bearing in mind that it is a figure slightly
more than she is paid as Prime Minister.

What the highest paid BBC employees earn pales into insignificance
when one considers the remuneration of the highest paid footballers.
The Independent reported that the football transfer fee of €222m is a
steal for a player of Neymar's talent and commercial value: it is also
reported that PSG have offered him a basic annual salary of €30m.  At
current exchange rates, that is roughly equivalent to £500,000 per week:
Chris Evans’ reported £2.2 - 2.5 million a year looks almost paltry!  I ask
myself as to what one actually does with £500,000 a week.  The front
pages of some of the tabloid press reveal the pitfalls that some high
profile personalities are lured into. When you look at what those who
have careers that save lives earn, then the comparison becomes
insidious.

Does money make you happy is an interesting question.  There are those
with low incomes, who struggle to finance the basics.  I am looking at the
other end.  Once you reach the threshold where one is able to cover basic
living costs, just how much extra does one need to live a contented life?
What kind of lifestyle makes one contented?  I decided to browse the
internet using the criteria of salary versus happiness:
www.michaelpage.co.uk/minisite/salary-vs-happiness/.  There you will
find a graph, covering 260 occupations, with the vertical axis showing a
happiness index on a scale of 1 to 10 and the horizontal axis an average
salary for an occupation.  The data used in this study was been sourced
from the Cabinet Office’s Wellbeing and Policy Report.  ‘Happiness’ is the
mean life satisfaction rating taken from the Annual Population Survey
2011-2013. Salary data is from the 2013 Annual Survey of Hours and
Earnings.  There is a resulting curve which plots the average happiness
at each salary level showing those occupations which are above or
below.  There are a number of interesting conclusions: it appears that
clergy have the highest happiness level (happiness index 8.291, average
salary £20,568).  They are just above CEOs and senior officials (7.957,
£117,700).  By comparison rent, debt and cash collectors (6.561,
£17,371) are at the other end.  It appears that dental nurses are happier
than dentists!   I‘ll let you browse the site, if you feel that way inclined, but
it does make interesting reading!  On one of my regular walks with a good
friend of mine, we sometimes come across a house in a very attractive
setting.  I might make an observation about its attractiveness or its
location, to which his stock answer is “but are they happy?”!

http://www.michaelpage.co.uk/minisite/salary-vs-happiness/
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Such an idle piece of research is certainly very easy using modern
technology in the form of the World Wide Web.  I cannot claim to have
researched this particular topic to any great extent, but there is the
opportunity to do so, reasonably easily from the comfort of your own
home.  Whilst there are some very powerful tools at ones’ disposal, they
bring with them hidden dangers.  A recent article in the ‘Observer’
highlighted a concern that children could be bingeing on social media.
The children’s commissioner was reported as having warned parents to
intervene to stop their children overusing social media and consuming
time on line ‘like junk food’.  It said that, according to Ofcom, the internet
had overtaken television as the top media pastime for British children last
year, with children aged 5 to 15 spending 15 hours a week on line.  To
me, the staggering detail within these headline figures is that 3 to 4 year
olds now spend on average almost eight and a half hours a week on line.
If a 3-4 year old you know, or are responsible for, isn’t then some others
must be on even longer.  Two fifths of 11 year olds have a social media
profile, despite the fact that the major social media platforms have a
minimum user age of 13: how does one enforce it?  Four fifths of 12-15
year olds have their own smart phone.

I obtained my first smart phone three years ago.  It primarily serves as a
telephone, messages communication, diary, memory jogger, notepad,
calculator, emergency camera, weather forecast updates and, most
importantly, cricket scores!  I tend only to look at emails or the internet
occasionally and then generally if I can use a wifi connection. Looking up
bus and train times has proved useful on occasions.  There are several
other ‘apps’ which sit there on the screen.  It is all too easy to get sucked
into using such devices more and more and I daresay the problem is that
many today do just that.  There are many potential pitfalls that lie in wait
for the unwary.  For instance, how often do people allow themselves to
be sucked into the hidden danger of spam emails?  This can sometimes
result in a significant financial loss.

Those who know me, will be aware that I not ‘do’ Facebook or Twitter.  I
personally feel that the disadvantages outweigh the benefits.  Unless
very tight controls are used, it is all too easy for communications to stray
outside the circle originally intended.  Who owns images on
Facebook….?  In January 2013, the Telegraph reported: “when joining a
social network, you are likely to spend more time considering which photo
you will use on your profile than reading the lengthy terms of service
document. Yet, off-putting though Facebook's 14,000-word terms of
service and data use policy might be, it is a legal contract between you
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and the social network. Do you know what you've signed up for?”  In the
same article, it said “a photo posted on Twitter remains the intellectual
property of the user but Twitter's terms give the company "a worldwide,
non-exclusive, royalty-free license (with the right to sublicense)". In
practice, that gives Twitter almost total control over the image and the
ability to do just about anything with it. The company claims the right to
use, modify, or transmit your photo in any way.  You see my image on
Facebook or Twitter; it’s there generally without my permission…!
Several high profile personalities have ‘twittered’ their frustrations in the
heat of the moment, only to have second thoughts at their leisure.  Those
recruiting potential staff are not averse to trawling social media to learn
about potential candidates.  Oh, the hidden dangers of the unguarded
moments!

Whilst on the subject of modern trends, when I worked in London in the
1980s, the briefcase was the common means of carrying documents to
and from work.  Recently, we were sitting outside a café, enjoying a spot
of people watching, when it struck us how the briefcase had largely been
superseded by the backpack: how many of those were ‘hiding’ a laptop
one wonders?

Time for a lighter moment: living a short distance from a convenience
store, their delivery lorries regularly pass our house and recently some
rather amusing slogans have been appearing on the sides of their
vehicles:  ‘no baguettes left in this vehicle overnight’, my other vehicle is
a trolley’, ‘baby carrots on board’, ‘taking soles to Newcastle’ are four that
my electronic notepad remind me of!

As a finale, a couple of photographs, one illustrating a
mixed message and the other, a belt and braces approach!
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It had been a good morning. Pat and I spent it putting the exhaust pipe
back on her Sprite, an exercise that we knew would not go easily. When
we took it off we didn’t know that there was a bracket missing to the
engine rear mounting plate, and we found an extra, unofficial plate at the
tailpipe. It also turned out that there was an extra bend, just after the
down-pipe, but, you know, we are amateurs, and the great thing about
being innocents is that nothing is impossible.

That morning, Pat was my assistant as we wrestled with the pipe. We
had bought the errant bracket and had wondered how to straighten the
extra bend but had not come up with a solution. Of course we all do our
best thinking at night and so I got up early one morning with a plan.
Actually, the problem was getting in the way and a new exhaust would
be expensive so I applied the blow-torch and tucked the end of the pipe
under the wood pile. The tube returned to (almost) straight condition with
a little ripple to remind us of my misadventure in the future.

Geoff Kent

It is great working with
Pat. She is her dad’s
daughter and, apart from
knowing her way around
mechanical things, turns
the task into a game.
When dressmaking, I
play second fiddle,
enjoying following her
nimble fingers to turn
fabric into clothing. My
role is pattern-matching,
my design training
coming into play. With
car repair (I like to think) I
take the lead.
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Pat assembled the necessary nuts and bolts and we set to. Barry
Rosenberg, in his ordered accounts of mechanical processes, describes
the proper way to do things, ensuring neatness and reliability, so we
positioned the pipe the right way round and made appropriate piles of
attachments.
Well, wouldn’t you know, the thing didn’t fit, but we were undaunted. The
discovery involved a lot of fussing with the clamp to the manifold which
reminded me of some advice I gave during my learned address on
preparing for a tough upholstery task. Swearing is something that
requires preparation. If you are someone who cusses a lot then you are
out of luck. Cussing involves a release of emotion when employing the
utterance of rarely used and questionable words, usually with a sexual
or religious association.
Back in the day when all Brits stood in awe of the clergy verbal
abasement of the Deity, brought on a fear of God that dispelled all other
considerations. In a modern, secular England that doesn’t work so well
and ’Oh, God blind me’ is now the less offensive ‘Oh, cor blimey’. So,
abstinence from cussing for a day or so before a difficult task helps a lot
and makes swearing on the day much more satisfying. My sister, back
in England, would never swear and finds that ‘Oh, sugar!’ does the trick
for her.
More heat and elbow grease eased the pipe situation but putting in a new
floor pan on the Sprite had resulted in a proud flange. The following
moments of fun involved sparks from the angled grinder and the heady
aroma of under-seal, after which Pat applied her clever seamstress
fingers to the manifold clamp and I took the lead position on the floor,
under the car, holding the pipe. It’s a matter of of perception.

The music up to this point had included the Kingston Trio and Pete
Seeger which helped things along really well with a sing-a-long or two.
However, final success with the clamp had its effect on Pat, and I had a
worm’s-eye view of her feet doing a samba to the sound of Nat King
Cole. Of course, I had to join her.
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The project continued and the reason for the extra bracket became clear
- nothing lined up. The ‘Dynamic Duo’ is unstoppable, however, and
creativity prevailed with rubber cane tips and door stops taking up the
slack. The tailpipe bracket did entail a bit of frustration but the lovely
Patricia popped the required nuts and washers into my hand as I lay flat
on my back, teasing the assembly into place.
The final connection was made as Pat, hovering briefly above me, fell
upon me to the sound of Momma Cass, her pretty face dissolving in a
halo of light from the fluorescent tube above, her breath enveloping my
grimy face…….. Oh, Sugar!

Geoff made the beautiful wooden
dashboard himself and his love of the
materials is clear to see in the way the wood
has been carefully prepared and finished.
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The previous article was sent by Geoff Kent in good time for the deadline.
Then came Hurricane Irma and he reported that although Atlanta took a
battering there were not any serious injuries in their vicinity, just trees
demolished and lying everywhere.

The biggest problem had been loss of power for three days.  Geoff had
plenty of wood so they lit the stove and brought out all Pat’s antique
paraffin lamps and were relatively comfortable.  Geoff likened the
electrical failure, due to overhead power lines, to those in a third world
country.    In my email response, I jokingly (but also factually) replied that,
“in a third world country, in the rains , it can be three weeks without power”.

Probably before Geoff had read my email, but certainly before he had a
chance to reply, I got one from Gordon Lowthian (a mutual friend in the
UK) to say that Geoff had died from a massive heart attack.  I paused,
then went back to my screen and read the email again.  Like all friends
of Pat & Geoff, I find the sudden death of such a talented and capable
friend, a person I have know for so long and admired for his amazing
range of skills, to be inexplicable.

We all loved that dry but mischievous sense of humour and I had tears
in my eyes as I re-read the article on the previous page once again.
What an amazing dedication for his dear wife Pat, not very long before
he was sadly taken from us.  Thanks Geoff for the entertaining articles
and that Foy logo which you gave to us, all
those years ago.  Thanks too for your love of Foy.

Trees down in the road by Pat & Geoff’s home

Neighbour Tricia’s garden - she was in Nigeria

Editor’s Piece
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Geoff and I went to the same school, Mitcham County Grammar School
for Boys, to give it its full title. Geoff left school at 15 and went to work for
Fred G Alden & Co who were heating engineers then based in
Cambridge Circus, London, opposite the Cambridge Theatre of ‘Hair!’
Fame.

We only became good friends in the late 1950’s after he had left school,
when we shared an interest in boating, and in particular canoeing to start
with. It was a friendship that was to last a lifetime.

Fred G Alden moved to Oxford and Geoff moved to nearby Grove, just
outside Wantage with his mother. After his mother’s death, Geoff lived
on a boat in a backwater of the Thames for a while.

We enjoyed canoe/camping on the River Wey and in the summer of
1961 undertook an intrepid voyage up the Thames almost to Cricklade
in deepest Wiltshire - a week up and a week back. On that journey, Geoff
was in his home-built canoe, clear early evidence of his skills with his
hands - but unfortunately it leaked like a sieve all the way and Geoff and
canoe were dispatched back to London on the train from Lechlade!

We then bought identical canoes in the then new material, fibreglass,
and tested them on the sea at Selsey Bill. The following summer, we
transported the canoes on the back of a lorry to the Red Lion at Castle
Eaton, near Cricklade, camping in the pub garden by the Thames and
then set off for London; no problems this time!

Meanwhile canal restoration was just getting started and Geoff was
involved as a volunteer in helping get the Basingstoke Canal navigable
for an early rally in 1962, and then worked on the restoration of the

GEOFF KENT by his close friend Gordon Lowthian
Pat and Geoff
with Dot and
John on the
Leeds Liverpool
canal
just after the
2012 Murder
Mystery
Conference at
Gt. Hucklow
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southern Stratford-on-Avon Canal which involved working with prisoners
from Winson Green prison. The canal was eventually re-opened in 1964.
We went sailing on the Norfolk Broads and took a hire boat up the
Llangollen Canal, a trip recorded by Geoff on a borrowed movie camera
and later edited by him – another example of his many talents.

I introduced Geoff to the activities of the South East Region of the UYPL,
then very active, and he never looked back. He embraced all the many
events that were taking place – work camps, services and, more
important, expeditions to Great Hucklow - he had found his spiritual home.
Geoff got involved in IRF and at the 1969 conference at Sharpness he
met his first wife, Jan O’Mara. We knew something was afoot because
Geoff took to making sausage sandwiches for Jan’s breakfast (she was
always late) – something totally out of character for Geoff!

Geoff and Jan were married at Manchester College, Oxford and then
moved to Manchester with Geoff working for the NHS before moving to
Atlanta, with Geoff working for an interior design company. Geoff
immediately got involved with the Unitarian Universalist congregation in
Atlanta and became a vital part in the running of the church. We visited
Geoff and Jan in 1986 and attended the church; it was evident that Geoff
was well liked and a vital part of the church community.

Geoff was an extremely talented man, and deserved better recognition.
His ability to create and make things was phenomenal, from making little
toys to building wooden boats. He made his guitar and could play many
other instruments, all without any formal training. He would sing silly
songs and be a great entertainer.

He owned a wonderful AC Ace vintage car, which he took with him to
Atlanta. I well remember a cold windy trip across the Pennines with the
family.

Geoff married Pat in his beloved Hucklow chapel in April 2008 with many
friends from all over the UK there to celebrate the marriage. He even got
the sun to shine in exactly the right spot in the Chapel at the right time –
or so he modestly claimed!

Geoff will be sorely missed by Pat and his children and grandchildren,
but also by many Unitarian and other friends that he knew and loved and
was loved by, and especially by me, who knew him the longest.

Gordon Lowthian



Sad News:
We have been shocked by the recent sudden death of Geoff Kent, a dearly
loved friend whom many of you will know from UYPL, Foy and IRF.  Geoff’s wife,
Pat, is grateful for the messages of love and support, which are bringing her
some comfort at this very difficult time.

Foy was a member group of IRF (International Religious Fellowship) when it
held annual conferences up to the year 2000. Many of us enjoy the Reunions of
the IRF “Oldies” held every three years. One of our dear IRF friends from The
Netherlands, Annetien Heering, sadly lost her life to pancreatic cancer just as
Foy News was being prepared. Geoff and Annetien leave yet another gap in our
circle of friends.

Welcome to new members Isabel Pebody & Paul Desmond Smith.
Some of you may remember Isabel from years ago. We were delighted to have
her with us at our Annual Conference in May.

Paul visited the Foy Stall at the GA and was interested in this year’s study
subject. He is a member of Bangor Unitarians and like a number of us has an
interest/link in the local Quaker Group.

Special Birthdays:
Congratulations to Annette Percy and Dot Hewerdine who celebrated their
80th and 70th birthdays in August.

New Baby:

Other News:
We send our best wishes to David and Liz
Shaw for a happy retirement in their new home.

News of
Members

Hazel Warhurst
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Congratulations to Colin and Valerie
Horsfield on the birth of their first grand-
daughter. Jessica Louise was born to
new parents, Emma Horsfield and
Robert Duncan on 31st July.



Valerie Walker thanks all those who generously supported her daughter
Abigail Parry, by sponsoring her in the MS Mile challenge. So far Abi has
raised over £1,400 for the Chiltern MS Centre.

Frank and Brenda Pinder would like friends to know their new address: 24
Chigwell Close, Manchester, M22 4PA

Health News:
We have in our thoughts those members who are going through difficult and
challenging times with their own, or their partner’s health problems: thinking
particularly of Joy Winder; Colin Horsfield; Geoff Taylor; Janice and Martin
Croucher; Frank and Brenda Pinder; Jill Arthur.
Membership Dues:
Sorry I have been remiss in not sending out reminders. It’s been a busy year
and I’m constantly juggling responsibilities. If you were at the conference this
year then you are definitely paid up. I will try to send a reminder of unpaid
subs when I can fit it in. Please, if you have decided not to continue
membership, let me know. I have contacted a few people whose subscriptions
are long overdue and not had any response. Also, it is important we have your
correct email address. I’m still trying to figure out how I had a message from
someone in Canada asking why he was receiving an email about Foy!!!

Subscriptions are unchanged at the very low rate of £7.50 for an individual and
£10 for a couple. My postal address and that of the Treasurer are on the back
page. Please make cheques payable to “The Foy Society”. If you find it easier
to pay online the details are as follows:

      Account name The Foy Society
Sort code: 09-01-50

Account number: 05454689

Many congratulations to Janet Ford who
recently received a Community Heroes
Award from her MP Andrew Gwynne.
Janet commented: “I was so surprised and
shocked when Andrew told me; he came
round yesterday with his son James (who
actually took the photo).   He really cares
about the residents in his constituency and
he has a lovely family. I have really got to
know him and his wife Alison since we
celebrated the 300th Anniversary at Old
Chapel in 2007 and our paths have
crossed many times”.
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Next Foy Conference, Why you mustn’t miss it
Come to lovely Hucklow in May 2018 for a family-friendly conference
looking at aspects of stories and storytelling, from all around the world to
your own family history.

We are excited to be facilitating a conference that should be a lot of fun
so please let people know about it!   We've been lucky enough to get one
of the Youth Programme's leaders to attend on Saturday and run
sessions for (roughly primary-school-age) child visitors, which we hope
will be useful for residential attendees and Saturday visitors alike.
Several of our workshops will be led by a professional storyteller.

The workshops will start on Saturday; in the morning, people can choose
between a short walk or starting to make a Story Quilt, which Vicky
Hewerdine will be leading. Grownups then have sessions on Narrative,
Life and Family Stories, and Telling Stories Well, while the children will
have two sessions led by the youth leader and one story workshop.

After dinner we will have a late night story. On Sunday, we'll have an
eclectic service at Old Chapel led by Emma Lowe and will work more on
the Story Quilt. Our final session, on Monday, will wrap up with
reflections on narratives and whose stories are told.

We'd love to put together a couple of resources before the Conference
from all members of Foy, whether you can attend or not; any stories,
histories or memories of Hucklow that you want to email us to be shared,
and any suggestions for stories that children in your family have loved
that might be useful for other people! Stories that are less well known-
maybe from another country, or modern rather than classics- would be
particularly welcome. You can send these to jabrgm@gmail.com.

Members will receive a booking form in due course, non-members
should email Joan Partington coljopartington@gmail.com  or contact
info@thenightingalecentre.org.uk 01298 871218
The Centre can also answer questions on accessibility issues, food
needs, how to get there, or other practical concerns.

Jennifer Rowland & John Rowland
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Next Year’s
Foy Conference

run by the Foy Society & open to all

4th-7th May, 2018

Conference secretary
Joan Partington

<partingtons@gmail.com>

The Nightingale Centre,
Great Hucklow

Storytelling
Leader - Jennifer Rowland
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